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Customer Service Training: Busy Front Desk
This training is designed to facilitate the assessment
and supportive development of soft skills essential in
any work or volunteer position requiring interaction
with others.
The setting is a busy college or
university front desk at student
services center.
The designer objective is
to create a simulation
that presents learners
with realistic
interactions to reinforce
soft skills training.

The learning objective is to practice making customer
service interaction choices quickly and effectively to
maximize customer satisfaction.

Hello!
Welcome to the Student Services Center!
This is a fun, fast-paced work environment.

If you enjoy working with people, you will fit right in.
Sometimes there will be challenges, but with
some training and practice, you will do fine.
Ready? Let’s go…

Click here to Start

Welcome to the front greeting desk in the lobby of the
Student Services Center. This is where you will be working.
Your job is to help each person that walks through
the door find what they are looking for.
Sometimes they are looking for a place.

Sometimes they are looking for a
person.
Sometimes they are looking for
answers to questions.

Sometimes they are not sure what they need...

Click to Continue

Choose Your Character…
Hi, my name is Jake!
I'm a new employee at
the Student Services
Center.

Play as Jake

Hi, I'm Valeria! I am a new
employee at Student Services.
I have some customer service
experience working at a fastfood establishment.

Play as Valeria

Note: Hover on character for biography popup.
Chosen character will appear in all scenes.
Valeria faces tougher choices due to prior work
experience.

Meet Your Supervisor…
I understand you have some customer service
experience. Are you comfortable answering phones
and greeting people?
1st Response to
clicking on Vicki

Yes
Great!
We can get you out
to meet Craig, and
he’ll help get you
started
Response
to Yes

Hi, I’m Vicki.
Welcome to
Student
Services!

Click the
supervisor to
receive
instructions

No

Ok, that’s no problem.
We can start by having
you learn a bit about
how things work around
here

You’ll be the first point of contact to
people that walk through the door. Your
job is to figure out what each person
wants and help them get what they came
for.
2nd Response to
clicking on Vicki

Response to No

Note: Hover on character for biography popup.
Each time Vicki is clicked she gives one of the
responses, and her responses to clicking “yes” or
“no” are shown.

Click to Continue

Time:

Here is the clock. You’ll need to watch it
to make sure you are not spending too
long helping a single individual.
1st Response to
clicking on Vicki

Click the
supervisor to
receive
instructions

I’d like to tell
you about the
clock.

Also, make sure you are
answering the phone in a
timely manner..
2nd Response to
clicking on Vicki

Hover on character
to see what she has
to say.

Click to Continue

Morning

This shows which scenario you are in.
There is a time limit for each scenario,
and the scenarios become more
challenging.

Now, let me explain
the score and scenario
displays.

Time:

Click characters
for more
speech and
actions.

Score:

This will display your
score. You will earn or
lose points for each
interaction.

Your score provides important
feedback. Watch it to learn how
well you are doing.

Hover over
characters to see if
speech bubble
appears.

Click to Continue

Morning

Craig can only be triggered
to speak after Vicki speaks.

Hi, I’m Craig. It’s
nice to meet
you! Welcome
aboard.

Time:

Score:

I’d like you to meet
Craig. He is our
daytime assistant
manager, and he is
going to get you
started.

I have been here for
two years. I love it!
It’s fun!

Command tips to hover and click on
characters end now.

Click to Continue

Morning

Ask Craig

Jake can only be
triggered to speak after
Vicki speaks.
And if you need
to ask me
something, click
my name.

Time:

Score:

Ask Vicki

If you need
me just click
my name.

It’s usually pretty busy, especially
this time of year, but , hey, it
makes the time pass quickly.

Click to Continue

Morning
Smile and greet
customers. Ask
how you can help
them.

Ask Craig

Insert Incorrect Response
Here

Time:

Score:

Ask Vicki
Good Morning! Could
you tell me where to go
to make a tuition
payment?

Insert Acceptable
Response Here

Insert Best Answer Here

The terms on buttons
represent the feedback, not
the choices for responses.

Responses to be
determined by SME

Click to Continue

Morning

Ask Craig

Actively listen and
empathize with
someone who is
having difficulty or is
frustrated.

Time:

Score:

Ask Vicki
Why can’t I seem to get
any real help around
here with financial aid!

Acceptable

Incorrect

Best Answer

Click to Continue

Morning

Time:

Score:

Ask Craig

Ask Vicki
Be knowledgeable
about the services
we offer. Offer
solutions and/or
alternatives.

I really need help!

Acceptable

Incorrect

Best Answer

Click to Continue

Morning

Ask Craig

Time:
Remember to
answer the phone
within 30 seconds.

Score:

Ask Vicki

I really need
help!
Is she speaking
to me?

Acceptable

Incorrect

Best Answer

Click to Continue

Morning

Score:

Time:

Ask Craig

Ask Vicki
Blah, blah….

“I am
looking
for….”

Acceptable

Incorrect

Best Answer

Click to Continue

Morning
Good Morning!
Welcome to
Student Services,
how may I help
you?

Ask Craig

Time:

Score:

Ask Vicki

I don’t remember
who I have an
appointment with. An
advisor, I think.

Acceptable

Incorrect

Best Answer

Click to Continue

Morning

Ask Craig

Good morning!
Welcome to
Student
Services, how
may I help you?

Time:

Score:

Ask Vicki

Can you
help me
find…?

Acceptable

Incorrect

Best Answer

Click to Continue

Morning

Time:

Ask Craig

Score:

Ask Vicki

I’m so sorry, but I
need to suddenly
leave.

1

I hate to do this to you right
before the noon rush, but it’s a
family emergency, so…
I will hold down the fort so
you can take a break and
talk to Vicki.

2
Acceptable

Incorrect

Best Answer

If you need help you
can always call Vicki.

3

Players are
penalized if they ask
Vicki too many
questions within a
given time period,

Click to Continue

Thank you for the
heads up, I
appreciate the
information.

Auto play cutscene

It’s getting close to the lunch
rush (11am-1pm).
Usually, we have 2 staff
members manage the front
desk to back each other up
answering phones,
corresponding to email and
assisting customers.

Click to Continue

Lunch Rush

Time:

Score:

Ask Vicki

Ask Craig
Greyed out since Craig is
not available to provide
guidance

Acceptable
answer

Incorrect
answer
Assist customer and
let call go to
voicemail.

Answers phone lines,
place on hold and then
assist in-person customer.

Acknowledge customer
and politely let him know
she’ll be with him
momentarily.

Best answer

Click to Continue

Lunch Rush

Ask Craig
I’m sorry
about that sir,
how may I
assist you?

Incorrect
answer

Time:

I need to speak with an advisor
about graduation. They changed
some of the course requirements
and now, I don’t think I’ll complete
my program when I expected. This
is so frustrating!

Score:

Ask Vicki

Acceptable
answer

Oh, I’m not sure that the
Let me schedule an
advisor can change
appointment for you
requirements. You should
to meet with your
speak to the dean for
advisor.
that.
I completely understand
sir, yes, let me check your
Best answer
advisor’s calendar and get
you scheduled right away.

Click to Continue

Lunch Rush

Ask Craig

Incorrect

I’m happy to help.
Is there anything
else I can assist
you with?

Time:
Thank you for
your help and
understanding
my situation.

Score:

Ask Vicki

Acceptable

Anytime sir. Have a great
rest of your day.

Click to Continue
Best answer

Well done!
Good customer service means
staying calm, listening,
understanding and assessing the
situation to see how you can best
assist the customer.

Auto play cutscene

You managed that situation
very well. You empathized
with the customer and
assisted with the best
options available.

Thank you, Vicki! I placed
myself in his situation to try
to understand his frustration
and research his options. I’m
happy I was able to assist him.

Click to Continue

Valeria, I’m in a really important meeting
right now!
You can’t be leaving the front desk
unattended. Next time, try IM’ing me. Go
check your new hire tips sheet and follow the
flow chart. Also, close my door on your way
out.

[knocks on the door]
Excuse me Vicki, can you
help guide me with a
customer's problem, I’m
not familiar with what she
needs.

Auto play cutscene

Click to Continue

Lunch Rush

Time:

Ask Craig

Score:

Ask Vicki

Blah blah…..

Valeria goes back to assist the
customer, finds the tip sheet and tries
to follow the flow chart but runs into
another obstacle, where she can’t
access the system because she’s not
an authorized user.

Incorrect
answer
I’m sorry, you’ll have to try and figure it
out on your own because I don’t have
access to that system.

I apologize for the inconvenience, if you
have time this afternoon, I can schedule
you to meet with my manager as I don’t
have access to the system.

I apologize, but unfortunately, I don’t
have access to the system. To avoid you
having to wait in line again, I can
schedule a virtual meeting tomorrow
with another representative that can
help?

Acceptable
answer

What should she tell the customer?

Click to Continue
Best answer

Afternoon
1:00-5:00
Auto play cutscene

Afternoon

Time:

Good
afternoon.
Welcome to
Student
Services, how
may I help you?

Ask Craig

Uh, well I’m
kind of
lost…umm…do
you think you
can help me?

Score:

Ask Vicki
Greyed out since Vicki is
not available to provide
guidance

Incorrect

What’s your problem?

Yes, how can I help
you?

I’d love to help you – can
you tell me what’s going
on?

Best
answer

Acceptable
answer

Click to Continue

Afternoon

Time:

Ask Craig

Well, I got this
document, and I
don’t know
where to go

Score:

Ask Vicki

Incorrect

Okay

What does the
document say?

I understand that can be frustrating,
does the document provide the
name of a person or office?

Best
answer

Acceptable
answer

Click to Continue

Afternoon

Score:

Time:

Ask Craig

Ask Vicki
It says to go to
the Admissions
Office

Incorrect
Ok, so the admissions
office is across the hall.

The admissions office is
across the hall. Do you
know where that is?

Thanks for clarifying! The admissions
office is across the hall. Would you like
me to walk you over there?

Best
answer

Acceptable
answer

Click to Continue

Click to Continue

Afternoon

Ask Craig

Score:

Time:

Good afternoon.
Welcome to
Student Services,
how may I help
you?

Look, I only
have 5 minutes
on my break,
and I need
help.

Ask Vicki

Incorrect

Okay

Of course, what do
you need help with?

I understand you’re in a
rush. What do you need
help with?

Best
answer

Acceptable
answer

Click to Continue

Afternoon

Time:
You people sent me this
letter saying I owe you
money. I already told you
that I can’t make these
monthly payments!

Ask Craig

Score:

Ask Vicki

Incorrect
I’m sorry – you need to
talk to accounts receivable

I understand your
frustration. You need to talk
to accounts receivable.

I understand this is frustrating and I know you
are in a crunch for time. I can setup an
appointment for you to talk accounts receivable.

Best
answer

Acceptable
answer

Click to Continue

Afternoon

Time:
I need this taken
care of right now!
Do something!

Ask Craig

Score:

Ask Vicki

Incorrect
Ok – you need to talk to
accounts receivable

I will need to refer you
to accounts
receivable.

I understand. Please go to the
accounts receivable office. I’ll let
someone know you are on your way

Best
answer

Acceptable
answer

Click to Continue

Afternoon

Time:

Ask Craig

Score:

Ask Vicki

Incorrect
Hi there, some upset
woman is headed to your
office

Hi there, a customer came
in and she’s very upset. Can
you please assist her?

Hi there, I referred a very upset customer to your office.
I told her you will be expecting her. She needs help with
a more favorable payment arrangement.

Best
answer

Acceptable
answer

Click to Continue

Afternoon

Time:

Ask Craig

Score:

Ask Vicki
YES! It’s
almost
closing time.

Note: Phone
rings (sound)

Click to Continue

Afternoon

Time:

Score:

Good afternoon.
Welcome to
Student Services,
how may I help
you?

Ask Craig

Ask Vicki

I want to speak
to a supervisor,
right now.

Incorrect

Let me transfer for you.

May I ask why you
want to speak a
supervisor?

I’d be happy to transfer for
you – before I do so, may I
ask why you want to be
transferred?

Best
answer

Acceptable
answer

Click to Continue
Note: Cuts to next scene after narration ends

Afternoon

Ask Craig

Time:

Good afternoon.
Welcome to
Student Services,
how may I help
you?

Score:

My son has not
received his financial
aid and he’s being
dropped from his
courses. It’s your fault.
How are you going to fix
this?

Ask Vicki

Incorrect
I am going to transfer you
to accounts receivable –
please hold.

To better assist you, I am
going to transfer you to
accounts receivable.

I understand you are upset about this
matter. May I place you on a hold while I
transfer you to accounts receivable?

Best
answer

Acceptable
answer

Click to Continue

Afternoon

Time:

Score:

Ask Craig

Ask Vicki

Incorrect

Let me transfer you.

May I ask why you want to
speak a supervisor?

I’d be happy to transfer for
you – before I do so, may I
ask why you want to be
transferred?

Best
answer

Acceptable
answer

Click to Continue
Note: Chatter in the background.

Afternoon

Ask Craig

Score:

Time:

I really need
to get going.

This is taking
too long

Ask Vicki

“I will not
hold - I need
to speak to
your
manager
right now”

Incorrect
On order to assist you, I
need to transfer you.

I understand but to better
assist you I need to transfer
your call. Someone will take
your call momentarily.

Acceptable
answer

I understand your urgency and in order to best assist you, I need to transfer your call.
Someone will take your call momentarily. I know you mentioned you wanted to speak
to a supervisor. Do you want me to transfer you to a supervisor or accounts receivable
to discuss your son’s account?

Note: Chatter in the background. Thought
bubbles display to show other customers
need help.

Click to Continue
Best
answer

Afternoon

Time:

Score:

Ask Craig

Ask Vicki

JUST TRANSFER
ME ALREADY!!!

Incorrect

Transfer to
supervisor

correct

Transfer to
accounts receivable

Note: Shadowbox with feedback will appear
explaining why their action was incorrect or
correct

Click to Continue

Afternoon

Time:

Ask Craig

Score:

Ask Vicki

Incorrect

Next person, please

May I please help the next
person in line?

I apologize for the wait.
May I please help the next
person in line?

Best
answer

Acceptable
answer

Click to Continue

Autoplay narration (if
Continue practicing fail score)

your customer service
skills if you want to be
a part of the team!

Congratulations,
you are ready to
be a part of the
Student
Services team

Final Score

Autoplay narration (if
passing score)
Final score appears
here

Note: Character 1 displays when player
does not receive a passing score while
Character 2 displays if the player receives a
passing score

Restart simulation

Retry

Close simulation

Close

